
ART II
SKETCHBOOK ASSIGNMENTS 

Points Possible: 25 points for your drawing
    10 points for your art journal

1. Sketchbooks must be turned in every Wednesday on the dates shown next to 
your sketch topic.  You can always work ahead!

2. Drawing must fill the page-remember good composition!
3. Drawing must be fully shaded!  Show a good range of values, be neat, show 

good craftsmanship.
4. Art Journal: on the left side of your drawing you will write the title of your 

sketchbook and then write a reflection on the subject. You must write a 
minimum of 5 complete sentences. If you cannot write or print legibly, type it
and glue it to the page. (I must be able to read what you write!)

5. Take care of your sketchbooks & keep them in good shape, they will also be 
judged at the art show in the spring.

6. You must spend at least one hour outside of class working on your 
sketchbook.  DO NOT DO SKETCHBOOKS IN CLASS-I WILL NOT 
ACCEPT THEM!

DATE ASSIGNMENTS
      1.9/04                                            Choice

2. 9/11 My nose
3. 9/18 My hand
4. 9/25 My face in a mirror
5. 10/02 My ear
6. 10/19 My bare foot

      7. 10/16 My eye

2nd Quarter
8. 10/23 Sharpest object
9. 10/30 Most useful object
10. 11/06 The best chair in the house
11. 11/13 Something left over
12. 11/20 A souvenir
13. 11/27 Favorite snack
14. 12/04 Choice
End of 2nd quarter



2nd Semester Sketch book Assignments

For Art 2 & 3

ART STYLES (ART APPRECIATION)

*Sketchbooks are due weekly (Wednesday) you lose 5 points for every day 
after. Place the sketch books on my desk at the beginning of the hour.  You 
must write 5 sentences for each Art Style and spend at least one hour on 
your sketch. I must be able to read your writing. Sentences are 10pts. And 
drawings are 25 points. Keep in mind consistency in doing your sketchbooks 
help me determine who is serious about art and will be considered when 
choosing who is allowed in the advanced classes the following year.

Writing:

In your own words:

*write at least 5 complete sentences (I must be able to read your writing) . 
Your sentences must include the following information:

-Name of the art style for the week along with a definition of the style.

-Two sentences describing characteristics of the style.

-At least two artists that are known for this style and some of their 
paintings.

-How did you incorporate this style in your sketch?

Sketch Book-25pts.-MUST SPEND A MINIMUM ON 1 HOUR ON IT!

-Using the info you learned about this style, create your own art.

-Use some of the characteristics of this style to create your art: colors, 
techniques, subject matter, media used. Use at least two characteristics from
the style. Do not copy directly from the art represented in those styles. 

-You can use a variety a media for your sketchbooks this semester based on 
the particular style you are doing.



ART 3 1st  SEMESTER 
SKETCHBOOK 
ASSIGNMENTS

*25 POINTS EACH
*WRITE THE SKETCH TITLE 
ON THE BACK OF YOUR 
DRAWING
*MUST SPEND A MINIMUM 
OF 1 HOUR AND HAVE 
DRAWING FULLY SHADED- 
NO ROUGH, QUICK 
SKETCHES

SKETCH TITLES
 
Magnification of a favorite snack
Minification of the sharpest object
Multiplication of the most useful 
object
Substitution of the best chair in the
house
Reversal of a souvenir
Fragmentation of something left 
over
Partial delineation of tool for 
sharpening pens
Distortion of bathtub clutter
Disguising of a favorite smell
Metamorphosis of something dry
Transmutation of a round thing
Simultaneity of what never gets 
fixed
Soft focus of a communication 
device
Transference of hobby supplies
Collapsing volume of on my lap
Animation of overhead
Progressive breakdown of an ear

SKETCHBOOKS DUE EVERY
WEDNESDAY!!!!

Positive/Negative reverse the place
for keys
Epitomize where germs collect
Reverse an eastern(Eastern) thing
Quirk something quaint
Magnify a collection of 
condiments
Minify a ponderous object
Multiply a radiating design
Substitute something slick
Partially delineate a delicate thing
Distort your bare feet
Disguise the “guts” of something
Metamorphosize a knotted thing
Transmutate a spill
Simultaneity something temporary 
Soft focus something temporary
Transfer something out of reach
Collapse the volume of something 
botched
Animate your own teeth
Progressively break down a full 
view of a family
Positive negative reverse rustic 
stuff
Epitomize inside a vehicle
Reverse a map to school from 
home
Quirk a stack of four non-related 
objects



Art 3 Sketchbook (25 
pts.)  and Journal (10 
pts)  Assignments

*Do not work on 
sketchbooks in 
class! *Each 
sketchbook requires 
a minimum of 1 hour
or more spent 
drawing and shading
each assignment.

*Drawing must be 
fully shaded. You 
can also use other 
techniques such as 
pointillism, 
crosshatching, 
colored pencil, etc.

*Each drawing is 
worth 25 points. 
They are due every 
Wednesday, you will 
lose 10 points for 
every day it is 
turned in late.

*Art Journal: on the 
left side of the 
weekly drawing, 
write the 3 words 
you chose as the 
title.  Write a 
reflection on your 
word choices and 
why you 
incorporated them in
your art the way you
did.  You must write 
a minimum of 5 
complete sentences.
If you cannot write 
or print legibly, you 

may type the 
reflection and glue it
to the sketchbook 
page.

CREATE AN ART 
FORM THAT 
INVOLVES__________, 
_____________AND 
______________

1. Boxes

2. Alteration

3. Anti-gravity

4. Love

5. Light

6. Violence

7. Constellations

8. Dream

9. Fluids

10.Alienation

11.Imprisonment

12.Penetration

13.Freedom

14.Astrology

15.Identity

16.Chance

17.Portrait

18.Hostility

19.Mutation

20.Growth

21.Conflict

22.Conformity

23.Wood

24.Compression

25.Linking

26.Labels

27.Ritual

28.Pleasure

29.Illusion

30.Symmetry

31.Tubes

32.War

33.Window

34.Violation

35.Theft

36.Calligraphy

37.Fingers

38.Junk

39.Insignia

40.Jail

41.Jars

42.Headlines

43.Wheels

44.Wings

45.Science Fiction

46.Trap

47.Scissors

48.Transparency

49.Puzzle

50.Utopia

51.Mythology

52.Microstructure

53.Serialization

54.Automobiles

55.Cityscape

56.Birds

57.Shadows

58.Fusion

59.Popcorn

60.Omelette

61.Birth

62.Maps

63.Chain

64.Plants

65.Coupling

66.Paint

67.Mickey Mouse

68.Words

69.Grid Structure

70.Eyes

71.Ego

72.Game

73.Umbrella

74.Mathematics

75.Joke

76.Maze 

77.Slogan

78.X-Ray

79.Glue

80.Knots

81.Clouds

82.Body Parts



83.Rainbows

84.Machines

85.Clusters

86.Time

87.Bionics

88.Bug

89.Banners

90.Eating

91.Buildings

92.Torn Paper

93.Diary

94.Movie Hero

95.Destruction

96.Birdcage

97.Poetry

98.Anti-Gravity

99.Envelopes 

100. Tower





Art Portfolio-Art Appreciation
SKETCHBOOK ASSIGNMENTS

1. Sketchbooks must be turned in every Wednesday on the dates shown next to 
your sketch topic.  

2. 25 pts. Artwork must fill the page-remember good composition!
3. Choose a media that best represents the style of art you are interpreting.  

Show good craftsmanship even if the subject is abstract or 
non-representational.

4. Write the subject of the article and a couple of sentences describing how the 
article influenced your artwork.

5. Take care of your sketchbooks & keep them in good shape, they will also be 
judged at the art show in the spring.

6. You must spend at least one hour outside of class working on your 
sketchbook.  DO NOT DO SKETCHBOOKS IN CLASS-I WILL NOT 
ACCEPT THEM!

7. 10 pts. Read the article and answer the multiple choice or short answer questions 
that  go with the article.

1st Quarter

1. 9/04 Choice
2. 9/11 Georgia O’Keefe
3. 9/18 Dale Chihuly
4. 9/25 The Fauves
5. 10/02 Cartooning
6. 10/09 Seurat
7. 10/16 Peter Max

2nd Quarter

8. 10/23 Jasper Johns
9. 10/30 Tim Burton
10.11/06 Elements & Principles of Art
11. 11/13 Sculpture from nature
12, 11/20 MC Escher
13. 11/27 Leonardo Da Vinci
14. 12/04 Faith Ringgold

Keep the multiple choice and short answer worksheets. Your semester final will be based 
on the information found in these worksheets.
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